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Melanin “has no special benefits” like some people like to say,
then why is it continuously one of the top focuses of modern 
scientific research? Why would they want to use Melanin to protect 
spacecraft worth hundreds of millions of dollars if all it did was “make 
people’s skin different shades of brown”?
 
Cover Photo: John Hopkins University – Radamés J.B. Cordero
(right) and his research collaborator Quigly Dragotakes hold samples of melanin derived 
from Cryptococcus neoformans similar to the materials that will be sent into space.

 
According to a report by John Hopkins University rockets loaded with “a
composite of fungal melanin and polymers” were scheduled to deliver the
Melanin to the International Space Station for further research on it’s
protective abilities against radiation.
 
The report goes on to say: “When the massive Antares rocket lifts off from
Wallops Flight Facility on Virginia’s Eastern Shore on Saturday morning, it will
carry with it a payload of tiny, fungus-grown biomaterials that Radamés J..B.
Cordero has spent the past four years developing and studying intensely. The
material, a composite of fungal melanin and polymers, will be delivered to
the International Space Station in Earth’s low orbit, where it will be tested for
its ability to protect against space radiation. The results of those tests could
inspire new ideas about how to protect humans from harmful radiation
on Earth and in outer space.“
It’s ironic that while so many (ignorant) people love to degrade and 
 downplay the magnificence of Melanin, top scientists around the world
are diligently and desperately looking for ways to utilize this substance
for a variety of campaigns, usually military or technology orientated. 
 While normally Melanin is about $400 a gram, Cordero has found a much
more cost effective way to gain hold of this substance, that is to grow it.
John Hopkins University reports, “This is the first time melanin has been
sent to space for testing, partly because the material is extremely
expensive to produce, with a gram typically costing roughly $400. 
..continue page 8
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MELANIN IN SPACE

WE ARE BACK...EVERY MOON (MONTH)

Kin 1, Ms. Anasa Blackman

Welcome our New Editor:

Source: https://trudreadz.com/2019/11/04/scientists-deliver-melanin-to-space-station-to-test-its-protective-abilities-against-radiation/:

Debra Peek-Haynes
C U L I N A R Y  E X P E R T

D E B R A P E E K H A Y N E S @ J U I S . E D U C A T I O N

NEW
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Next I enrolled in the Dr. Jewel Balancing Program (DJBP).   I attended the “First
Friday Meetup” class and listened to the testimony of students.  I learned what it
is like to live with a balanced brain, and I immediately enrolled  in the class.   I
never knew that the sulcus down the middle of the brain is unnatural and that
both sides of the brain need to be semi-sync and that I have the ability to go
from one side to the other at will.  Wow, was I amazed at that.  After enrolling, I see
the capabilities that I have with a balanced brain.   With just 15 minutes a day of
focus on geometric symbols, I have balanced my brain.   What is more
enlightening is that I receive (downloads) that direct me into fulfilling my
Purpose.  This process is very exciting for me.
 
I listened to Dr. Jewel's videos of how she healed herself from an illness with
having a balanced brain and learning the language of the Cosmos, so I enrolled in
the “Universal Principles Support Group” with instructor Ms. Felicia Muhammad.
This support group was an eye-opener" for me.  I never knew there are laws that
Govern this life, which I have learned to implement into my daily life, and it
amazes me many times how my life continues to improve and expand.   This
course has led me to fulfilling my Purpose.   I felt there was something missing
from my divine assignment, and now it is me incorporating Universal Principles
into what I came here to do on planet earth. the two educationally enlightening
classes on the topic of what is referred to as money (1) “Increase your Income by
75% in 13 moons” and (2) “You can Create a Life of Sovereignty” showed me the
difference between money and currency and that what we have been taught
about money is just (energy).   It is paper that has controlled most of our lives,
and I really learned why and how that is so in these two classes. 
 
 I have taken many college courses and obtain degrees and none have provided
me with this type of in-depth information about myself and life like JUIS.   I am
here on planet earth to first Be a “Living God” and the pathway in which I fulfill
this assignment is with my Purpose.  Thank you JUIS for providing a space where
*Huemanity can learn the truth about themselves, Planet Earth, and the Cosmos.
I Joyfully look forward to enrolling in the next classes at JUIS.
 

Renee Dabney
JUIS student

My  time at *JUIS I’ve gained more courage and
Self-Love, to truly value myself and fully embrace 
 the Divine BEing inside. I’ve taken many courses
and each one continues to build upon the
previous one & my current knowledge. The
courses have certainly provided many new
insights to assist with Re-discovering my Divinity.
More recently I’ve been able to leave my job
which caused me great discomfort and wasn’t
aiding me in living On Purpose. Upon leaving my
job, I will be traveling to India for 1 month to
complete Yoga Teacher Training, which has been
a goal of mine for quite some time. I will become
a Certified Yoga Instructor with the International
Yoga Alliance. I am truly grateful for being a part
of a University aiding me in my evolution, it is
exactly what my soul needed. Being supported by
the lovely JUIS staff on my journey is a wonderful
gift from the Universe!

Tiara
 Starks

I first  enrolled in the Jewel University of Immortal Science (JUIS) course “Your Body
is Your Blue Print” in the summer of 2018.  I had enrolled in anatomy and physiology classes
in college, and I was accustomed to getting surface information about my body.  What stood
out in this class is the nstructor, Dr. Pearman, stated that (every tooth is connected to an
organ and represents an ancestor).  I asked her to repeat what she said because I had never
heard such information before.  I also learned that there is nothing outside of my body that is
not within my body, and that I created my body to fulfill a specific purpose.  Wow, that's "food
for thought."

Student Success Sharing



From The Desk of Dr. Jewel
What I Know For Sure

The word "LOVE" is a universal word spoken and endlessly written about by the Hueman Species
throughout their cultures and in all of their languages.
 
The expression and discussion of this ENERGY QUALITY is literally an "Art FORM" expressed in Unlimited
actions, behaviors, customs and techniques to the object and to other members of Huemanity. Yet, the
ENERGY FORCE of LOVE is RARELY Expressed to the ACTUAL love bearing vehicle, which is the PHYSICAL
body. LOVE is an Energy Force which is contained within and can only be displayed by HUEMANS
through the use of the body. 
 
Because the FORCE of LOVE is intimately immersed with the FORCE of LIFE. The FORCE of LIFE is the
Force which ENLIVENS the LOVE and gives it its POWER. THE POWER OF LOVE IS THE POWER OF LIFE
FORCE, IT IS LIFE ITSELF!!!
 
What I know for sure is, The Hueman Physical Body receives very little of the Power of Love because the
body's Life Force is directed by the conscious mind, to be extended into so many EXTERNAL areas of our
existence. Too often the conscious awareness to LOVE the  BODY itself is overlooked.
 
When have you ever thought about your EYES, Your NOSE, Your Intestine or your Ligaments with loving
regards and directed the Force of Love with your mind, to linger upon these areas within the body?  As
an easy body treatment for regeneration, rejuvenation, Prevention, and daily body Hygiene; allowing
your focused attention to be centered on the exquisite and vital components of your BODY, which
directly participates in your physical and mental ability to demonstrate LOVE to others and the other
object, is also a necessary nourishment for the sustenance of your PHYSICAL Body's tissues.
 
Billions of Humans live everyday, Feeling UNLOVED when all one is required to do is to GIVE, to yourself
WHAT RESIDES always IN THE BODY...THE LIFE FORCE OF LOVE!  Loving the self ...by consciously focusing
your LOVE Force upon your body, is FREE and readily available for you to LOVE yourself at all times and
under all circumstances.  If you haven't loved yourself recently, let’s begin NOW. Loving Yourself and
loving yourself frequently, changes the quality of your life in all ways!
 
I am always loving you,
Dr. Jewel
Chancellor, JUIS
drjewel@juis.education
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Kin 252, Yellow Overtone Hueman

 

I enrolled in the DJBP and
attended the JUIS Weekend
Workshop in Alaska in September
2018. Since then I have taken
several other classes and became
a member of the UPSG (Virtual)
which has assisted me to change
old programming, and learning to
live an Immortal life.

        Kin 229, Red Galactic Moon
 
. 
I am a Virtual Administrative
Assistant with *JUIS. I enrolled in
the *DJBP in December 2018.
  Wanting to be a part of the 1,000
year plan and help accomplish the
mission of Balancing 5 Billion
Brains, I joined the JUIS Support
Staff in February 2019.

How would you like to help?
DJBP and TJN are currently looking for

Researchers, Archivers,
Writers/bloggers and, Radion
Broadcast Manager  & Radio

Engineers!
 

Volunteer and Paid Positions available
basis and candidates must be on Dr.

Jewel’s Balancing Program in order to
be considered.

 
To submit a resume, email:

volunteerstaff@juis.educaton

SUPPORT STAFF         AND       VOLUNTEERS

T O M E S H A  J O N E S

Virtual Administrative Assistant

C H R I S  C O L E M A N

JUIS Liasion

ol

n

INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE : “I will not let anyone walk through my mind with their dirty feet.”
- Mahatma Gandhi

         Kin 59, Blue Resonant Storm. 
 
 In November of this year, 2019 I was
invited to become a Liaison with *JUIS.
I joined and became a member of the
*UPSG (Mt. Vernon) in March 2018,
and shortly thereafter a student of the
*DJBP in April 2018.  Since then, I’ve
attended many courses, including my
first *ADW in Alaska, September 2018
and second in Mexico, July 2019.
Through my love of photography, I’ve
been able to create Almanacs of both
of these educational workshops. When
I’m not taking classes at JUIS you may
find me on a Caribbean beach reading
and taking photos

B R E N D A  W A L K E R

HOJ Transcriptionist

C A T H E Y  I N O A

JUIS Liaison

T I A R A  S T A R K S

SOCIAL  MEDIA MANAGER
Kin 236, Yellow Lunar Warrior
 
 I am a Liaison with *JUIS since
November (2019). I attended the
VIP Experience with Dr. Jewel
March 2018 in New York. I
became a member of the *UPSG
(Mt. Vernon) the very next day
and immediately enrolled in the
*DJBP. I love to share
information to help people in
living healthier lives and am
attending a bilingual holistic
healthcare program to become a
Holistic Practitioner.

        Kin 130, White Cosmic Dog
 
. I am Virtual Social Media
Manager with   * JUIS. In early
2018 I enrolled in JUIS and began
taking many classes including the
*DJBP and becoming a member of
the *UPSG (Mt. Vernon).   Since
then I ’ve been continuously
transforming and reclaiming the
power within. In January 2020, I
will be traveling to India to
complete a 200 hour yoga teacher
training,  in which I will become a
certified Yoga instructor and plans
to continue pursuing
my purpose.
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I always felt that there was an emotional toxic connection as well as physiological toxic connection to
cellulite. There have been remedies after remedies, brushes, scrubs, creams, and the list goes on and this
“THING” would not go away. I have created a multitude of detoxification programs, weight loss programs,
raw food programs throughout the years as a holistic practitioner and one of the things that would remain
is cellulite. It’s more like cement and it  doesn’t go anywhere. Actually it’s worse than cement…… you can
use a jack hammer or a chisel to break up cement. Cellulite is another challenge all together.
 
What exactly is cellulite? Cellulite is a condition in which the skin appears to have areas with underlying fat
deposits, giving it a dimpled, lumpy appearance. It is most noticeable on the buttocks and thighs, and
usually occurs after puberty. I began to notice the elimination of cellulite with clients when I began to
implement techniques that would address the emotional anchoring of illness, along with detoxification.
 This anchoring interrupts our innate healing mechanisms and gets stored on a cellular level. This was
mind blowing. It’s no coincidence that the majority of it gets stored on the sides of your leg like baggage
and also on your buttocks. For every organ, muscle or gland there are a set of emotions that apply to that
area. The muscle on the side of the leg is known as the tensor fascia lata. This muscle relates to the large
intestine.  One of the major emotions that relates to the large intestine is “being dogmatically positioned”
which means being stuck. Isn’t that interesting? We can move our bowels every day and still have
stagnation in the gut. I see it all of the time. The core emotion that relates to the liver is “anger”. The liver is
the filtration system of the body. Anger can affect the process of detoxification. Ever find yourself waking
up between 1-3am? 
cont'd...page 7

 
Dr. Heather Pearman, Dean  of the 13th
College of Regeneration Medicine and Clinical Health Services 
Drpearman@juis.education

 
Booklist List

CELLULITE: EMOTIONAL BAGGAGE

You Can Have It All by Arnold Patent
 

Money by Arnold Patent
 

The Journey by Arnold Patent
 

Bridges to Reality by Arnold Patent
 

Book of the Cube: Cosmic History Chronicles Vol.7
  by: Jose Arguelles & Stephanie South

 
TUNING THE DIAMONDS: Electromagnetism & Spiritual

Evolution by Susan Rennison
 

Change your Brain, Change your Life – by Daniel Amen
 
 

 
True Work - Doing What You Love and Loving What You Do by

:Michael & Justine Toms
 

The Wonderful Life of Henry Sugar by Ronald Dahl
    

The Laws of Attraction by Jerry and Esther Hicks
  

Empire of the Ants by Bernard Werber
 

Overpowering Fear by Michael Luckman



 

 

 

 

 

We are a fully competent CYBER Medical Service. We are directly connected to you,

regardless of where you are live in the world. We are delighted to service you and

we look forward to our relationship to escort you throughout your journey to

permanent health. We have studied for decades the origins and causes of many

diseases in the Hueman Body.  We have been very successful in supporting our

clients to bring a permanent resolution to their health challenge.

 Currently: E2 Medicine: http://drjewelpookrum.net 
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           E4 MEDICINE Professional Alliance
                  CYBER  MEDICAL  PRACTICE

Click here video

 

 

 

 

 

This Video will aid you in Overstanding

who you are! Mr. Proctor presents a

Wealth of information on your existence

and that you are born Rich. If you follow

Mr.Proctor, you will see that the

information has not changed on the

truth of who we are in over 50 years. His

teachings align infinitely with the

teachings here at *JUIS. 

Thank You Mr. Proctor for granting us

with this  information.

 

 

FROM DR. HEATHER PEARMAN

Dr. Jewel Pookrum™
M.D,  Ph.D, M.F.S.

Dr. Heather Pearman
Holistic D.C. , 

Psycho-Neuro Immunology

Felicia Muhammad
Nurse Clinician, Lifestyle

Support Facilitator

Debra Peek-Haynes
Culinary Expert

Shows
Tune in

2 0 2 0

N E W

All Donations Accepted

   Live Show Airs  5:00 pm est 
Mondays: Dr. Jewel's Brain Balancing Hour
             Dr. Jewel Pookrum™
Tuesdays: Debra's Healing Kitchen: 
             Debra Peek-Haynes
Wednesdays: Universal Principle Hour
              Mz. Felicia Muhammad
Thursdays: Pyscho-Neuro Immunology Hour
              Dr. Heather Pearman

https://youtu.be/E44kFkyl_Y8
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MELANIN IN SPACE
 

That’s the rebooting period for the
liver. Emotions of anger and
resentment can interfer with this
process as well. Toxins will store
themselves anywhere and everywhere
and they love fat cells that is there
major hang out. I always say to client
“there is party going on and you have
not been invited”. Toxic debris in fat
cells is most of what makes up cellulite
and this also includes both bio-
chemical (environmental, heavy
metals, neurotoxins, etc.) as well as
emotional toxins. Once the toxins are
eliminated the cellulite begins to melt
away. Eliminating the emotional toxins
also helps you to expand on a
multitude of levels because you are
letting go. You feel a bigger sense of
freedom by letting go. The next time
you are trying to scrub away the
cellulite you may want to look at it
from another perspective and take a
holistic approach. I am holding the
focus  this information was helpful to
you. 

Please share the magic:

CELLULITE: EMOTIONAL BAGGAGE

Laws of the Universe:  

When I was initially exposed to “Universal Laws”, it brought  clarity to many questions and conversations I had with God growing up..  I was

excited and I realized I was not crazy for always having my head in the clouds. I finally was able to accept myself and it confirmed that God

was listening or more accurately, I could now recoognize the answers to my questions. Now  the Spiritual Journey begins.  Being raised in the

Baptist church, 'the Golden Rule was " Do unto others as you would have done unto you", well, I discovered, many people don't know how

they wanted to be treated and often I  would end up with the short end of the stick. I didn't understand at first .Then I learned, about Cause

and Effect, which states for every cause there is an effect and we are the creators of these circumstances for a purpose. Like many of you, I ,

too still didn't believe it.  Yet, every time something happen, I/we want to blame other people for what happen. Choose to start Saving your life

now and begin to align with this principle. Go within and OBSERVE yourself when a  "problem" arises.  OBSERVE not JUDGE.  Now as you/I 

 are able to accept responsibility for what is being created,  we are no longer VICTIMS at anytime. Now we begin to OBSERVE/Create the life

we choose to live  on purpose.                                                   For suppoort alighning with the principle, feel free to email me at

felicia@juis.education

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MCordero’s work centers on a
form of melanin grown in the
environmental fungus
Cryptococcus neoformans, which
researchers expect may provide
a far more cost-effective
“factory” for melanin and may
even provide additional
protective benefits.” They are
essentially organically farming
melanin. So what happens if the
report comes back that their
Melanin produced from Cordero’s
“cost-effective factory” will be an
excellent material for all further
space navigation programs? Melanin
will be in a much higher demand.
Will there actually begin to be
massive factories opening up,
producing Melanin to keep up with
the demand? Not only that, doesn’t
that make you look at yourself and
your own Melanin differently? The
substance that makes your skin
brown is a candidate to be used as a
protectant against space radiation.
 
Still don’t believe there’s “magic” in
your Melanin? If you don’t, you
should.
Source:
https://trudreadz.com/2019/11/04/scientists-
deliver-melanin-to-space-station-to-test-its-
protective-abilities-against-radiation/:
 
 

Master the Language of the Universe!

Are you ready to 'Save Your Own Life?' 

Mz. Felicia  Muhammad,

Virtual  UPSG 
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ENROLL NOW: HTTPS://JUIS.EDUCATION
 

Call today (1)-888-659-4480


